Abstract,. Let JH(C) be the set of complex quaternions, ii, the standart basic quaternions and, for q E 111(C), denote j = E3=1 qkik and 4 = qo -j. In the present work some procedure of factorization with reference to the Fueter type equations (8 -aD)u = 0 for u = u (t,x) where D = >, I ik3 is discussed.
Let 111(C) be the set of complex quaternions and ik the standart basic quaternions. Let us denote for q E 111(C) q=>Jqkzk 
, Sc(q)=qo, =qo-
In the present work the procedure of factorization (in the sense of [9] and [10: Section 8.3]) with reference to the Fueter type equations (ô -aD)u = 0 (1) is discussed where u E Cl), fl = I x G for some interval I and some domain G c 1R3,
u(t,x)E 111(C) for (t, x) E fI,
and a € C is some constant. Remark that here the factorization is not a decomposition of something into factors but is defined in terms of invariants of classical symmetries of an initial equation. For instance, the result of such factorization of the heat equation is the Burger equation (see [6: Example 2.42]).
As is known (see, for example, [2, 4, 5, 8] ) equation (1) is closely related to the Maxwell equations. In this connection we note the following result.
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114]) and A is the 3-dimensional Laplace operator.
Proof: The scalar part of the condition I E Ker ( O -iD) gives the Lorentz gauge condition (4) . After applying to the vector part of I E Ker (ô -iD) the operators div and Ot we obtain (2) and (3) I The above mentioned factorization with respect to subgroups of the symmetry group to the equation (1) allows to point out some systems of nonlinear differential equations, solutions of which can be obtained proceeding from solutions of equation (1). We present here an example connected with the factorization of equation (1) with respect to the extension group u -* )u, \ E C (which obviously is the symmetry subgroup of equation (1)).
Let us consider the following equation for an .111(C)-valued function v E C'(Il):
where i = grad 1': G -_+ C 3 (0 E C2 (G)) and AO + (grad ', grad t') = 0.
Here (.,.) is the scalar product in C 3 , b C is a constant, (p,v) = _opkvk with lk E C, and M = -o ,k i k is not zero or a zero divisor in 111(C). As it will be shown later equation (5) generalizes the Jackiw-Nohl-Rebbi-'t Hooft equation describing a class of instantons. The condition (6) is satisfied for any function connected with an arbitrary harmonic function o by the equality grad = grado (7)
WO

• Proposition 2: For any function K E C'(ci) and i E 111(C) satisfying the above conditions there exists a function u E C 2 (Q) fl Ker(O, -aD) such that grad (j.t,u) (8) 6U , U)
Proof: The function = exp(' + c) with c E C is a solution of equation (7) and condition (6) guarantees the inclusion po E Keth. It remains to show that for any function ' p o E KerA there exists a function u e Ker ( O -aD). such that p o = (z, u). As (p, u) = Sc(u/) we can write down uit=,p (9) On some Nonlinear Equations 601 where I P i, ço, O3 are arbitrary functions from Ker(O? + a2 ). As M and, consequently, j are not zero divisors equation (9) is equivalent to u = Hence the condition u E Ker (ô -aD) is equivalent to the inclusion V E Ker (O -aD) . Thus, the question is if proceeding from one component 'Po E KerL\ we can construct three others so that 'P E Ker(ôt -aD). Reasoning as in [ 31, we can any solution 'P Hence one succeeded in constructing a family of solutions for equation (5) as the following assertion is true.
Theorem 1: Let the function u = C2 (Q) fl Ker(c9g -aD) satisfy condition (8) .
Then the function v = bDu/(p,u) (which is an invariant of the extension group) is a solutionof equation (5).
Proof:
and taking into account (8), we obtain that v satisfies equation (5) and restricting ourselves by the special case (ii, u) = u 0 we obtain the following 
